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Willem Stolk has been involved
with Shimano as a European
consultant for over thirteen years.
Initially he was involved in match
fishing and in 1998 he became
Dutch Match Fishing Champion.
After a couple of years he
became more interested in
predatory fish and started
to focus his attention on
fishing for freshwater
predators all over Europe.
Willem is now a very successful
participant in the Dutch
Zander Fishing Championship.
Travelling all over the world

“

he has learnt a lot about lure
fishing for predators and one
of his favourite methods is a
technique called ‘dropshotting’
Asked to try the ‘dropshot’
technique for the first time in
UK waters it was interesting
to see how it worked. In this
article Willem tells us the basics
behind the ‘dropshot’ method.
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The Birth Of Dropshotting

Point Exposed
‘Dropshotting’ involves using the same
small, soft plastic shad or worm type
bait you would use for jig fishing, ie,
where the weight is part of the bait,
but with the ‘dropshotting’ method the
presentation is completely different.
The soft plastic bait is rigged with the
hook exposed and attached to the
line anything from 20-60cm above the
weight which is fixed to the bottom of
the line. Fished like this it allows the prey
to inhale the bait without feeling any
weight. It also allows the bait to remain
in the fishes’ zone for a long period.

Where Can This
Technique Be Used?
1. It can be used successfully from either
bank or boat.
2. It can be cast and slowly worked back
to the angler.
3. It is ideal for using around fish-holding
structures.
4. It can be very effective when lots of
bait fish are present from early spring
through to the onset of winter. Match
your lure size to the size of bait fish.

Tackle You’ll Need
‘Dropshot’ fishing is usually a light
tackle technique and to get the most
from this method you will need a rod
with as sensitive a tip as possible,
this is to detect the tiny bites you may
encounter. Part of the method allows

If you’re going
to fish from the
bank you will need
a rod of around
three metres (9ft),
but from a boat
two metres (6½ft)
will be fine
the bait to fish on a loose line and big
fish can suck in and spit out a small bait
in a split second, so seeing every bite
indication is very important. Most light
spinning rods will do the job but the
Speedmaster series from Shimano has
been specially developed for this method.
If you’re going to fish from the bank you
will need a rod of around three metres
(9ft), but from a boat two metres (6½ft)
will be fine.
To go with the rod you will need a
small fixed spool reel that should be
loaded with a light braided line. My
choice is the new yellow Aspire braid in
0.08mm which is around 12lb breaking
strain. Where perch or zander are the
target I prefer to use a 1½ metre trace
of 0.28 fluorocarbon. If pike are to be
encountered this should be replaced with
a fine wire trace.

A
Rigging

Hook
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Dropshotting works best if the correct
patterns of hooks are used, these are
…………………….. and can be tied to
either fluorocarbon or fine wire. Here
we’ve used 0.28 fluorocarbon.
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Thread the hook onto the line.
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Let the hook hang downwards with
the top of the loop touching the shank
of the hook.

Gently pull the knot tight, it should sit
on the hook-shank just below the eye.
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Form a single loop in the line where
you want your hook to sit.

Now pass the hook through the loop,
three times for fluorocarbon, twice
for wire.
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Top Tip
Soft plastic lures with horizontal tails
like the Storm Pro Minnow work
particularly well when dropshotting.
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Line the point of the hook with the
centre of the nose of the soft plastic
bait.

Action 1
Cast in and tighten
down to the lead.
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Push the point of the hook into the
bait, the belly of the bait should face
the curve of the hook.

Now thread the hook through the bait
so the point comes out under its chin.
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Push the bait up the shank of the
hook . . .

. . . until it stops at the eye.

Action 2
Now drop the
rod top and the
bait will swim
downward, watch
the line for bites
on the drop.

There are a few reasons why a rod with
a soft tip is important.
When working a ‘dropshotted’ bait we
want to impart a ‘quivering’ or ‘pulsating’
action, a rod with a soft top allows us to
do this whereas a normal rod won’t have
as much ‘feel’ to it. A soft top also allows
you to feel the make up of the bottom
structure much in the same way as a carp
angler uses a marker rod. This allows
you to stop and work the bait around
interesting structures or bottom features.
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Now spin the bait around the shank
of the hook until the belly of the bait
again faces into the curve of the hook.

Note where the hook-shank sits next
to the belly of the bait.
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Pass the hook through the bait at this
position, the hook-point should now
sit just proud of the top of the bait.

Rigged like this the lure is virtually
weedproof but still gives good
hooking potential.

Action 3
If fishing around structures
the bait can be worked in
the same position, but if cast
and fished in open water the
bait can be worked slowly
back to the angler working
it as you go – watch the line
at all times for bites.
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Originally developed in Japan, this
technique is used to overcome the heavy
pressure that most Japanese lakes
endure. To get a bite on a Japanese
reservoir one must fish very smart as
their black bass are very educated fish.
Currently many top USA pros are
using ‘dropshotting’, sometimes called
‘downshotting’ or ‘undershotting’,
during their big bass fishing matches.
For the last two years ‘dropshotting’
has become the ‘hot’ method in Europe
as it has proven to be very effective for
zander, perch, asp, pike and trout.
Used in the right situation it can
be a very devastating method
for catching predatory fish.
In this article I will show you the
basic technique of how to use the
‘dropshotting’ method in the UK.

Pause while
the bait swims
downward
and then lift
the rod top to
make it swim
up.

Alternative Moun

ting

For larger baits you can use ……………………… hooks, these help the bait sit at
right angles to the line. You can also rig these with a stinger in the tail.

Storm also sell a soft plastic called a WildEye Finesse Minnow. These come
supplied with hooks as shown and are mounted with the hook simply passed
through the head.
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Willem’s
Tips
No.2
I have been using this

Use a fine braided line. My choice
is 0.08 to 0.10mm. You will get
more bites with a light line than
you will with a heavy one.

technique for a considerable
amount of time now so
here are a few tips that I
believe make a difference
to my catch rate.

Try using a coloured braid.
This enables you to see
tiny bites more easily.

I use weights
specially made for
‘dropshot’ fishing,
the long thin
ones work very
well if the bottom
structure is stony.

Working Your Bait
The way that ‘dropshotting’ works is to always have your
weight on the bottom. This enables you to impart the
correct action in your soft plastic lure. The way to achieve
this is to make sure that your weight is balanced to the size
of your lure. As a general rule with a 2” lure you should use
a weight between ⅛ and ¼oz and for larger worms upto 4”
between ¼ and ½oz. If you use a large lure with a small
weight, the weight will be lifted off of the bottom before
you can impart the correct movement in the lure.

A rod with a soft tip and strong backbone enables you to impart plenty
of action in your lure but has the power to handle big fish should one be
encountered. You can buy fish attractants for your lures, you’ll be surprised
what a difference these can make. My favourite is a Rapala product called
‘Trigger X Slow Release Gel’.

When bites are difficult to come
by try fishing smaller than usual
worms especially those with a
skinny profile.

Have some different rigs ready set
up in a rig bag, those used by carp
anglers are ideal and means that
you can quickly change if necessary.

The pictures for this feature were shot by special permission at one of the trout waters on the Shimano sponsored watermark fisheries in the
Cotswold. Among the many perch upto 1½lb that Willem landed he also caught a few Rainbow’s and this stunning 4lb + brown trout.

Stockists
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You can find dropshot tackle on sale at:
Angling Direct of Norwich		
Tel: 01603 400757

Glasgow A/C, Glasgow		
Tel: 01413 316330

Veals of Bristol			
Tel: 01179 260790
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